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THE MYSTERIOUS TREE
At the Hinwil UFO demonstration
by: Francisco Villate (Rhal Zahi) / October 25, 2020

Have you ever wondered what is really behind the mysterious
occurrences throughout our history and also in our day-to-day
lives such as ghosts, hauntings and apparent supernatural or
extrasensory phenomena, e.g. telepathy, telekinesis, stigmata,
possessions, etc.? Or what is really behind objects that are
believed to be cursed or blessed, and what makes an object
such as clothing or jewellery personalised and special for the

In a snowy afternoon on 18 March 1975, close to Hinwil in
Switzerland, Billy Meier recorded a film of the famous
Pendulum UFO. It shows a Beamship dancing around a
tall tree, moving the treetop without touching it, and imitating pendulum movements that do not follow pendulum
laws of physics. The tree itself is a mystery because it
vanished just after this demonstration, and the inhabitants
of the house where the tree stood had no memory of its
existence. Meier explained that a Plejaren ET friend of his,
caused this tree to vanish because it was affected by
some form of radiation from the beamship (the UFO), and
they move it to another location in time. If this sounds fantastic, the whole story is even more mysterious. The big
tree we see that looks real and close to the house did
exist. There is proof it existed; but not in 1975...in 2005.
When looking at available Swiss aerial photos, we find the
tree did not exist in 1972, three years before the...

continues on page 2

continues on page 8
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FLUIDAL-POWERS...continues
person wearing them?
Since the beginning of recorded history there have again and again been accounts of such things which for some people
could seem frightening due to the unexplainable causes, or even dismissed as imagination, hoax, deception and fraud by
some others. Whether they are thought to be genuine or not, these phenomena certainly appear again and again and often
cannot just simply be dismissed as imagination or fraud in all cases.
The truth behind many of these up-to-now unexplainable phenomena is that they are actually explainable according to natural causes and effects, that is, they are not supernatural and not extrasensory, but all natural and within our sensory capabilities, only that our scientists have not yet found the true causes of these phenomena due to the invisible nature of the powers that are behind these. The 'fluidal-power', as explained in the spiritual teaching, is in fact the true cause and origin of
these types of unexplainable phenomena. The 'fluidal-powers' are invisible bio-electromagnetic energies and powers which
emanate from the human being and have the potential to interact with and manifest in the material visible world, including
other human beings, in many different ways. The book titled 'Rund um die Fluidalenergie resp. Fluidalkräfte und andere
Dinge' ('About the Fluidal-Energy, respectively, Fluidal-Powers and Other Things') by Billy deals extensively with this topic
and helps to clarify many of the unexplainable phenomena and allows us to distinguish from what is real and not real so that
we can always see things as they really are in reality and become the master of our lives.
This book which has up-to-now only been available in German has now been translated into English and will soon be
available to readers who are interested in this topic, hopefully in the next year!
DIE FRIEDENSMEDITATION
von: Christian Frehner / Schweiz

THE PEACE MEDITATION
[NEW ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: NOvEMBER 2020]
by: Christian Frehner / Switzerland

Salome gam nan ben urda,
Friede sei auf der Erde,
gan njber asala hesporona!
und unter allen Geschöpfen!

Salome gam nan ben urda,
Peace be on the Earth,
gan njber asala hesporona!
and among all created-creations!

Einleitung
Im Frühjahr 1984 begannen die FIGU-Mitglieder in der
Schweiz mit der sogenannten FRIEDENSMEDITATION. Von
unseren ausserirdischen Freunden, den Plejaren organisiert,
sollte diese Friedensmeditation (FM) Bezüglich der Zukunft
der Erdenmenschheit eine Wende zum Besseren
herbeiführen. Funktionieren sollte dies, indem durch das
Aussenden kraftvoller und logischer Impulse ein Gegenpol zu
jenem negativen ‹Kraftfeld› aufgebaut wird, das die Erde wie
eine Glocke umhüllt und das die Menschen sowie die ganze
Natur beeinflusst. Dieses negative Kraftfeld wurde (resp.
wird) über Jahrhunderte hinweg durch ein religiös-sektiererisches, extremistisches und ausge- artetes Denken der
Menschen aufgebaut. – Die Idee war also, mittels Hilfe von
mehr als 3,5 Milliarden Menschen der Plejarischen Föderation via einer hoch über dem Semjase Silver Star Center
(SSSC) schwe- benden Telemeterscheibe und mittels anderer Einrichtungen kraftvolle ‹Gegenimpulse› auf der Erde
auszusenden – mit offensichtlichem Erfolg, wie sich inzwischen herausgestellt hat. Diesbezüglich sollen die 4 weiter
unten aufgeführten Auszüge aus Kontakt- gesprächen mit
Ptaah resp. Semjase Begründungen und
Hintergrundinformation liefern.
Da die Erdenmenschheit in erster Linie für den eigenen
Zustand sowie auch für jenen des Planeten im Guten wie
auch im Schlechten selbst verantwortlich ist und demgemäss

Introduction
In spring 1984, the FIGU members in Switzerland began with
the so-called PEACE MEDITATION. Organised by our extraterrestrial friends, the Plejaren, this Peace Meditation (PM)
was intended to bring about a change for the better with
regard to the future of humanity on Earth. This works by
sending out powerful and logical impulses through which a
polarity is built up which is opposite to the negative ‘power
field’ which surrounds Earth much like a huge bell and which
influences the human beings and all of nature. Over several
centuries, this negative power field has been (that is to say,
is) built up by the human beings by means of religious- sectarian and extremist thinking that is out of the control of the
good human nature. Therefore the idea was to send out –
with the help of more than 3.5 thousand-million1 human
beings from the Plejaren federation, via a telemeter disk hovering high above the Semjase Silver Star Center (SSSC) and
by means of some other devices – powerful ‘counter impulses’ on Earth; with obvious success as it has turned out in the
meantime. Regarding this, four excerpts from contact reports
with Ptaah and Semjase, which can be found further down,
shall provide some explanations and background information.
Since the terrestrial humankind is primarily responsible for its
own state as well as for that of the planet, for better or for
worse, and accordingly also for a healing process, we call

1On the 22.8.2011 it was decided with Billy, not to use ‘trillion’ for the German term ‘Billion’ and not to use ‘billion’ for the

German term ‘Milliarde’ as it can lead to confusion. Therefore the German term ‘Milliarde’ (1000 million) should be translated
at ‘thousand-million’ (http://dict.figu.org/node/9250) and the German term ‘Billion’ should be translated as ‘million-million’
(http://dict.figu.org/node/9248).
continues next page
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THE PEACE MEDITATION...continues
auch für eine Heilung, ergeht hiermit der Aufruf an alle vernunftbegabten und verantwortungs- bewussten Menschen,
sich an der FM der FIGU zu beteiligen. Je mehr Menschen
sich mit engagieren, desto grösser und machtvoller wird die
positiv-neutrale Kraft! – Auch wenn wir keine Angstmache
betreiben wollen: Die Gefahr eines 4. Weltenbrandes und anderer schlimmer Geschehnisse ist noch lange nicht gebannt!
Noch für lange Zeit bedarf es daher weiterer grosser
Anstrengungen in vielerlei Hinsicht, bis dereinst in ferner
Zukunft die Erdenmenschheit als Gesamtheit in friedlicheren
Bahnen denkt und handelt – hoffentlich.
Da jede Wende zum Besseren (oder Schlechteren) stets nur
von den Entscheidungen und Anstrengungen einzelner
Menschen erarbeitet wird, muss es das Leitmotiv vernünftig
denkender Individuen sein, nicht die Hände in den Schoss zu
legen und sich nicht wie Schafe vom Herdentrieb der Masse
schieben zu lassen, sondern das eigene Schicksal selbst zu
gestalten und zu leiten.
Wer nach dem dummen und menschenfeindlichen Spruch
«Nach mir die Sintflut» lebt und nicht nach dem Spruch
«Leben und leben helfen», dem sei der Hinweis mit auf den
Weg gegeben, dass Wiedergeburt (Reinkarnation) nicht einfach eine spekulative, philosophische Theorie ist, sondern
eine in Logik beweisbare Tatsache. Jeder Mensch wird
wieder und wieder als neue Persönlichkeit auf der Erde
inkarnieren (unabhängig davon, ob man dies wahrhaben will
oder nicht) und dannzumal genau jene Welt vorfinden, die er
oder sie in der Vergangenheit mitgestaltet hat – ganz gleich
ob aktiv oder passiv, destruktiv oder konstruktiv.

upon all rational and responsible human beings to participate
in FIGU’s PM. The more human beings who become
involved, the greater and more mightful will be the positiveneutral power! – Although we do not wish to cause any anxiety: the threat of a fourth global conflagration and other bad
happenings has not been averted by a long stretch!
Therefore, for a long time to come, further big efforts are
required in this regard, until one day in the distant future the
terrestrial humankind in its entirety thinks and acts along
more peaceful lines – hopefully.
Since every turn for the better (or worse) is always only
worked out by the decisions and efforts of individual human
beings, the leitmotif for rationally thinking individuals must be
not to sit back and do nothing and not to allow themselves to
be pushed like sheep by the herd instinct of the masses,
rather to form and direct their own destiny for themselves.
Therefore, anyone who lives by the maxim, “devil-may- care”
– which shows low intelligentum and hostility towards human
beings – and not according to the maxim, “live and help live”,
is given a piece of advice for life; namely that rebirth (reincarnation) is not merely a speculative, philosophical theory, but
a fact verifiable through logic. Every human being will repeatedly incarnate on Earth as a new personality (regardless of
whether one wants to accept this or not), and at that time
he/she will find exactly the type of world he/she has helped
to shape in the past – no matter whether it was done actively
or passively, destructively or constructively.

Die Friedensmeditation in der Praxis

Who can participate?
Every human being who possesses a clear material consciousness (no drugs; no alcohol; no severe mental/psychical illness that impairs the consciousness) can participate.
It is very important that an absolute voluntariness prevails
regarding the participation in the PM. Therefore it must not
be prescribed to a child, for example.

Wer kann mitmachen?
Mitmachen kann jeder Mensch, der über ein klares
materielles Bewusstsein verfügt (keine Drogen; kein Alkohol;
keine schwerwiegende psychische Krankheit, die das
Bewusstsein beeinträchtigt).
Sehr wichtig ist, dass eine absolute Freiwilligkeit herrscht
bezüglich des Mitmachens bei der FM. Diese darf also nicht
verordnet werden, so z.B. einem Kind.
Ab welchem Alter kann jemand mitmachen?
Sobald ein Kind verstandesmässig fähig ist, die Belange zu
verstehen und zu erfassen (wie gesagt aber nur dann, wenn
eine Freiwilligkeit und Eigeninitiative gegeben ist).
Wann findet die Friedensmeditation statt?
Die FM dauert jeweils 20 Minuten und wird am 1. (massgebend ist der erste Samstag) und 3. Wochenende des
Monats durchgeführt, und zwar an Samstagen um 18.30 und
20.00 Uhr MEZ resp. 19.30 und 21.00 Uhr MESZ
(Sommerzeit) und an Sonntagen um 20.00 Uhr MEZ
(Normalzeit) resp. 21.00 Uhr MESZ (Sommerzeit).
In Ländern, die einen Wechsel zwischen Normal- und
Sommerzeit anwenden, ist bezüglich der FM eine zeitliche
Anpassung erforderlich. Die lokale Zeit können mit den konstanten GMT/UTC-Zeiten synchronisiert werden.
Wie meditiere ich?
Grundsätzlich empfiehlt es sich, vor der Durchführung jeglich-

The Peace Meditation in Practical Terms

From what age can one participate?
As soon as a child is intellectually able to understand and
comprehend the issues (but as mentioned, only if it is voluntary and his/her own initiative).
What is the schedule of the Peace Meditation?
The PM always lasts for 20 minutes and takes place on the
1st (decisive is the first Saturday) and the 3rd weekend of
the month, namely on Saturdays at 6:30 and 8:00 pm CET
(normal time) that is to say, 7:30 and 9 pm CEST (summer
time), on Sundays at 8 pm CET (normal time) that is to say,
9 pm CEST (summer time).
In countries that apply a change between normal time and
daylight-saving time, a time adjustment is required with
regard to the PM. The local time can be synchronised with
the constant GMT/UTC times.
How do I meditate?
Basically, it is recommended that one reads the book
‘Introduction to Meditation’ prior to carrying out any type of
meditation (however, this is not absolutely necessary).2
continues next page
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THE PEACE MEDITATION...continues
er Form von Meditationen das Buch ‹Einführung in die
Meditation› zu lesen (dies ist aber nicht zwingend erforderlich).
Der Meditationsvorgang als solcher besteht darin, dass man
während der ganzen 20 Minuten immer wieder den
Meditationssatz leise vor sich hin flüstert oder spricht – oder
sich eine korrekt gesprochene Audioaufnahme der FM anhört
und den Satz in Gedanken repetiert – und dabei keine
Fremdgedanken hegt. Dies heisst, dass keinen anderen und
also meditationsfremden Gedanken nachgehangen werden
soll, dass man sich also nur auf den Satz ‹Salome gam nan
...› konzentriert. Ertappt man sich dabei, dass anderen
Gedanken nachgehangen wird usw., dann wende man sich
einfach wieder dem Meditations- spruch zu.
Sehr wichtig für das Funktionieren der FM ist es auch, dass
der Spruch richtig ausgesprochen wird, dass also nicht die
falschen Silben betont werden. Diesbezüglich kann ein
Beispiel von der FIGU-SSSC-Webseite heruntergeladen werden, bzw. steht auf FIGUVIDEO (YouTube) ein englischsprachiger Film zur Verfügung. Der Satz wird auf diese Art
gesprochen: «Saalome gam naan ben uurda, gan njjber
asaala hesporoona!» Die Doppelvokale werden gedehnt ausgesprochen, abgesehen vom Doppelvokal ‹uu›, der kurz
betont wird.
Wie funktioniert die Friedensmeditation?
Der Meditationsspruch ist in lyranischer Sprache verfasst,
einer Sprache also, die vor 13'500 und vor 389'000 Jahren
von den alten Lyra-Wega- Abkömmlingen gesprochen wurde,
als diese eine Zeitlang auf der Erde lebten. Durch das
gemeinsame Aussprechen (und Denken!) dieses Spruches
werden in den Speicherbänken, die die Erde umhüllen und in
denen sämtliche Gedankenimpulse usw. aller Menschen
gespeichert sind, die jemals auf der Erde gelebt haben, leben
und noch leben werden, gewisse Impulse freigesetzt, die einerseits in den einzelnen Meditierenden wiederum unbewusste
Impulse freisetzen, und die andererseits durch ihre Intensität
(es beteiligen sich ja wie bereits erklärt mehr als 3,5
Milliarden Ausserirdische an der FM; siehe Bericht weiter
unten) negative Kraftfelder überlagern und zunehmend neutralisieren. Durch die spezielle Sitz- und Handstellung entsteht ein Energiekreislauf, der dann mittels Meditations- pyramide mit den Energien aller andern zur gleichen Zeit
Meditierenden in Verbindung tritt.
Sitzhaltung, Hilfsmittel und Umgebung
Die FM wird vorzugsweise in kleinen oder grösseren Gruppen
durchgeführt. Man kann sie aber auch allein absolvieren.
Damit Menschen, welche die FM ausserhalb des SSSC
durchführen, die gewünschte Wirkung erzielen, ist die
Benutzung einer speziellen Kleinpyramide erforderlich. Bei
korrekter Verwendung der Kleinpyramiden – u.a. angepasst
an die Gruppengrösse – erfolgt eine schwingungsmässige
Verbindung zwischen den Meditierenden und einem
speziellen ‹Kraftblock› der Zentrumspyramide im SSSC.
Durch die eintreffenden Impulse der Meditierenden wird

The meditation process as such consists of softly whispering
or speaking the meditation sentence again and again for the
entire 20 minutes – or one can listen to a correctly spoken
audio recording of the PM and repeat the sentence in one’s
thoughts – while one does not follow any foreign thoughts.
This means that one does not dwell on other thoughts that
are foreign to the meditation, rather that one solely concentrates on the sentence ‘Salome gam nan ...’. If one catches
oneself following other thoughts and so on, then one simply
returns to the meditation sentence again.
Very important for the PM to work is also that the sentence
is pronounced properly, so that one does not emphasise the
wrong syllables. In this regard an example can be downloaded from the FIGU-SSSC-website, respectively, an
English language film is available at FIGUVIDEO (YouTube).
The sentence is spoken as follows: “Saalome gam naan ben
uurda, gan njjber asaala hesporoona!” The double vowels
are spoken in a prolonged form, except for the double vowel
‘uu’, which is pronounced short. In English the phonetics are
as follows: Saalome (aa = father) gum naan (aa = father)
ben uurda (uu = full), gun neeber asaala (aa = father) hesporoona (oo = tone, go).
How does the Peace Meditation work?
The meditation sentence is composed in the Lyrian language, thus a language previously spoken on Earth 13,500
and 389,000 years ago by the ancient Lyra-Vega descendants when they lived on Earth for a while. As one speaks
(and thinks!) this sentence, certain impulses are released
from the storage banks which enwrap the Earth and in which
there are stored all thought impulses and so forth of all
human beings who have ever lived, currently live or will live
on this planet in the future. On one hand, these impulses in
turn release unconscious impulses in the individual meditator, and, on the other hand, due to their intensity (after all, as
already explained, more than 3.5 thousand-million extraterrestrials participate in the PM; see report further down), they
overlay and increasingly neutralise negative power fields.
By means of the special seating and hand position an energy circle arises which then, by means of a meditation pyramid, connects with the energies of others meditating at the
same time.
Seating position, aids and surroundings
Preferably the PM is carried out in small or larger groups,
but it can also be done alone.
In order for human beings who do the PM outside the SSSC
to achieve the desired effect, it is necessary to use a special
small pyramid.
If the small pyramids are used correctly – adapted to the
size of the group, among other things a swinging-wavebased connection between the meditators and a special
'power block' of the central pyramid in the SSSC ensues.
Through the incoming impulses of the meditators this 'power
block' becomes continuously more powerful; that means,
more energy-rich. As a direct consequence the radiation

FOR THE COMPLETE ARTICLE PLEASE CLICK THE LINK AND SCROLL TO THE ARTICLE:

https://www.figu.org/ch/files/downloads/artikel_essays/peacemeditation_20201115.pdf
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ABOUT OUR SOON TO BE PUBLISHED NEW BOOK: RUND UM DIE FLUIDALENERGIE…
by Catherine Mossman / November 19, 2020 / Tiny, Ontario

Well, you may’ve heard, one of our FIGU-Landesgruppe
members has translated Rund um die Fluidalenergie resp.
Fluidalkräfte und andere Dinge, Fragen und Antworten.
(About the Fluidal Energies, resp., Fluidal Powers and other
Things, Questions and Answers) Originally published by the
SSSC in 2007.
Oh to be a fluent German speaker, and to have had access
to this information 13 years ago! However, as is the case
with most of Billy’s material the multi-faceted topics of wisdom trickle out in various organs of publication, and we are
not coming to this, here in the English world, totally anew.
Those of us immersed in the FIGU material have some
inkling, more or less of what the Fluidal Energies/Powers
are.
However, that being said, this is really yet another fantastic
book! I’m one of our group who’s volunteered to proof-read
the translation and what a joy it is to read it again. It is not so
easy to proofread as one just wants to absorb and reflect on
what is being said… but proofing demands the reading
onwards and careful watching for grammatical/spelling/
translation errors… I did say ‘read again’, as I actually read it
in German about 5 years ago, it was slow-slogging at that
time, with much note taking and looking up of terms. And
now to re-visit it afresh, in English, where it flows more cohesively, is a renewed eye-opener; it is packed with information
that no one on this planet has ever iterated in such detail
before. Humanity is so very lucky to have Billy’s legacy of
wisdom forever captured in print and digitally for the furtherment of our collective evolution.
This information also testifies to how reading it again and
again always brings new understanding and insights that one
did not grasp on the first, second, third read throughs. As we
evolve, even over the course of a few years, we come to this
material with ever new cognitions.

The format of the book is Question and Answer, put together
from various transcripts dating as far back as 1976 to 2005.
At times the questions are very similar to each other, but
every time Billy answers with patience and goes into great
detail, re-explains and clarifies misunderstandings on the
part of the questioners.
The power of our mental swinging waves is something to
really get our heads around. This is what imbues our own
skeleton, organs, clothes, environment, and lasts for a long,
long time after we’ve departed our current life. During each
life we tap in, subconsciously, to our deposited swinging
waves from many lifetimes in the past in order to aide in our
working-out of things, and evolutively proceed in this one.
Another topic of interest was about the instantaneous dissolving of our personality, seconds after we die, and the subsequent building of our new-personality, also seconds after
our old has dissolved! That’s amazing….we’re not even a
conscious being again, yet our new base-personality is
already formed! And all of the working out and resolving of
our recently departed life, and the subsequent new formation
of the next personality, occurs at Creational speed, which is
10 to the power of 7000 times the speed of light, unfathomable!
And we’ve all heard of the Storage Banks/a.k.a. Akashic
Records, well there are many different levels. We have our
own storage bank that pertains to our own lineage of personalities/ lives. There are also planetary, galactic, and universal
banks! Everything we say (even every syllable of our
speech, is recorded, along with the accompanying feeling
and thoughts that go along with each utterance), do, think,
dream is stored, including our little ticks and mannerisms.
These mannerisms can reappear from lifetime to lifetime.
Here are a couple of excerpts from some recorded Q and
A’s that touch on a few of these topics of interest to me
continues next page
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ABOUT OUR SOON TO BE PUBLISHED BOOK...continues
(all extracts reflect page numbers from the German book, translations by Jimmy Chen):
Nov 13, 2000 pages 292-294
Frage: Wann verliert die Persönlichkeit ihre mentale
Fluidalkraft?
Antwort: Sobald die alte Persönlichkeit verstorben und das
aktuelle Leben sowie das Bewusstsein erloschen sind.
Frage: Vor der Geburt?
Antwort:Die mentale Fluidalkraft der alten Persönlichkeit
schwindet sofort nach dem Erlöschen des Lebens und wird also
vor der Entstehung der neuen Persönlichkeit aufgelöst, so also
auch vor der Wiedergeburt der Geistform und der Geburt des
Bewusstseinsblocks sowie des neuen Bewusstseins und der
neuen Persönlichkeit in einen neuen Embryo.
Die Auflösung der mentalen Energie erfolgt mit dem Erlöschen
des Bewusstseins und der Persönlichkeit in einer bestimmten
Form des Jenseitsbereiches (Todesleben), in den nur der
Bewusstseinsblock eingeht.
Das bedeutet, dass der mentale Block nach dem Sterben zwar
aktiv erlöscht, jedoch passiv noch eine oder zwei, drei
Sekunden im Bewusstseinsblock bestehen bleibt, wenn dieser in
den Jenseitsbereich eingeht und alles noch Unverarbeitete der
Persönlichkeit verarbeitet wird. Das besagt auch, dass sofort
nach dem Sterben vom Bewusstsein und der Persönlichkeit
nichts mehr vorhanden ist, wodurch auch der Unsinn dessen
klar wird, dass keinerlei Medien mit Verstorbenen reden können,
folglich also Totenbeschwörungen und dergleichen ins Reich der
Illusionen und Phantasie oder gar in den Wahn schizophrener
Formen gehören.
July 6 2001 p 322
Es gibt aber nicht nur eine allgemeine Speicherbank oder eben
allgemeine Speicherbänke, sondern auch Speicherbänke, die
nur auf den Gesamtbewusstseinblock Es gibt aber nicht nur eine
allgemeine Speicherbank oder eben allgemeine Speicherbänke,
sondern auch Speicherbänke, die nur auf den
Gesamtbewusstseinblock ausgerichtet sind. Diese dienen dazu,
dass die durch den Block erschaffene neue Persönlichkeit alle
alten Dinge der früheren Persönlichkeiten verarbeiten und was
notwendig ist ins Unterbewusstsein aufnehmen kann. Dadurch
wird die Möglichkeit geschaffen, dass sich alle Frequenzen der
Gedanken aller früheren Persönlichkeiten im Unterbewusstsein
der neuen Persönlichkeit abspeichern, wodurch dieses in steter
Verbindung mit den Speicherbänken bleiben kann.
July 6, 2001 p 360
Wenn gesprochen wird, formen die Silben und Laute die
Schwingungen sowie deren Energien und Kräfte, also
Fluidalkräfte, und zwar je nachdem, wie die Gedanken und
Gefühle negativ oder positiv geformt sind. Wenn herumgeflucht
wird und keine guten Gefühle dabei sind, dann hat die
Fluidalkraft auch keine guten Schwingungen und Impulse. Die
Fluidalkräfte sind eben, im Bezug auf das Reden, auf die Silbe,
immer je nach dem geformt, wie die Gedanken und Gefühle
sind, wie die Gesinnung ist usw.
Und alles lagert sich dann so in den Speicherbänken ab.

Question: When does the personality lose its mental fluidal-power?
Answer: As soon as the old personality has died and the
current life as well as the consciousness are extinguished.
Question: Before the birth?
Answer: The mental fluidal-power of the old personality
vanishes immediately after the extinguishment of the life
and is therefore dissolved before the emergence of the
new personality, so therefore also before the rebirth of the
spirit-form and the birth of the consciousness-block as well
as the new consciousness and the new personality into a
new embryo.
The dissolving of the mental energy occurs with the extinguishment of the consciousness and the personality in a
distinct form of the otherworldly realm (death-life), into
which only the consciousness-block enters.
This means that the mental block is indeed actively extinguished after the dying, however, passively still remains
existing for one or two, three seconds in the consciousness-block, when this enters the otherworldly realm and
everything that is still unworked out by the personality is
worked out. This also means that immediately after the
dying, nothing more of the consciousness and the personality is present anymore, through which also the nonsense
of the fact becomes clear that absolutely no mediums can
talk with the deceased, therefore necromancy and the like
belong to the realm of the illusions and fantasy or even to
the delusion of schizophrenic forms.
There is, however, not only a general storage-bank or simply general storage-banks, but rather also storage-banks
which are only directed towards the overall consciousnessblock. These serve thereto that the new personality created by the block can work out all old things of the former
personalities and take in what is necessary into the subconsciousness. Thereby the possibility is created that all
frequencies of the thoughts of all former personalities are
stored in the subconsciousness of the new personality,
through which this can remain in constant connection with
the storage-banks.

When speaking, the syllables and sounds form the swinging waves as well as their energies and powers, that is, fluidal-powers, and indeed according to how the thoughts and
feelings are formed negatively or positively.
If one curses around and there are no good feelings, then
the fluidal-power also has no good swinging waves and
impulses.The fluidal-powers are simply, in relation to the
speaking, to the syllable, always formed according to how
the thoughts and feelings are, how the mentality is, etc.
And everything is then stored in this manner in the storage-banks.
continues next page
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ABOUT OUR SOON TO BE PUBLISHED BOOK...continues
January 21, 2002 p 361
Fragen: Wie gross ist die Geschwindigkeit der Verarbeitung der
noch zu verarbeitenden Dinge, die während des Lebens nicht
verarbeitet wurden und durch den Gesamtbewusstseinblock
noch verarbeitet werden müssen, was ja ein Vorgang von nur
wenigen Sekunden oder Sekundenbruchteilen sein soll?
Antwort: Die Verarbeitungsgeschwindigkeit des
Gesamtbewusstseinblocks bewegt sich in der Höhe der
Schöpfungsgeschwindigkeit und damit also mit 107000 facher
Lichtgeschwindigkeit.

Question: How great is the speed of the working-out of
the things that are still to be worked out, which were not
worked out during the life and still must be worked out by
the overall consciousness-block, which indeed should be
a process of only a few seconds or fractions of a second?
Answer: The working-out speed of the overall consciousness-block moves in the heights of the speed of Creation
and so therefore with 107000 times the speed of light.

This book is so chock-a-block with information, everything is of interest, and worthy of much reflection and digestion. We
expect to publish this book early in 2021… it cannot come more highly recommended.
Salome! Catherine

Photo of Humber River, Toronto:
Campbell Foster / Toronto, Ontario
Like the first cool day near the end of Summer’s hell
Or the first warm day of Spring that melts the snow
Like the first drops of rain after a long, dry spell
Or the first stars at dusk that begin to glow;
We are spreading the Light from one candle to another
We are becoming aware with each turn of the page
The strangers we meet feel like sister and brother
Because Wisdom is the treasure of the new Golden Age.
Greg Dougall / New York, USA
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THE MYSTERIOUS TREE...from page 1
demonstration by the Plejaren woman Semjase.
There is not even a small tree in that place. If it
was present in 1975, how can we see a tree grow
into a 20-meter tall tree, in just three years? The
tree is not seen in photos of 1978, either, three
years after the demonstration.
However, in 1996 photos we do see the tree,
maybe half the height of the tree seen in Meier ́s
film. In 2003 we find a full-size, 16-meter tall tree,
at the same location with the same width, height
and shape seen in Meier ́s film. In 2006 the tree is
noticeably absent, but the grass is brown where
the tree previously stood. The surrounding grass is
green. A bare patch on the ground close to the
house indicates a tree was recently there and
recently cut down (or vanished?). What Meier
shows in the 1975 film is a big tree, as it will be
from 2003 to 2006 (maybe in 2005).
How could Meier show a film with a tree that will
exist 30 years later? Some sceptics claimed Meier
used a small tree and a little UFO model close to
the camera, with the view of the distant house in
the background. They have not yet, of course,
explained how this little model moved the little
treetop without touching it, and other aspects that
show the tree is big and real. To assume the sceptic theory correct means Meier set up a fake scene
that exactly matched the location, with a little tree
the size and shape of a future big tree, 30 years
ahead in time! How could Meier know the existence of a tree, many years before, precisely
where he showed it in his film? Every explanation,
even from the sceptics’ point of view, would be
fantastic.
In this document, we will present evidence of these
findings.

The Mysterious Tree: a frame from Billy Meier’s film during
the demonstration

Location of the Hinwil Demonstration
The house in the demonstration is very close to
Hinwil, and located at:
47° 17 ́ 37.55” N and 8° 50 ́ 09.68” E
The following figure shows a birds-eye view of the
area. The main house and secondary construction
seen close to the big tree and the UFO are indicated in this map. Meier’s location is approximate.
The buildings to the East and the tall tree forest to
the West are in another video Meier made later,
after the demonstration. Meier might be at 330
meters from the house, estimating his location on
what the film shows. Here we cannot use the
Camera Formula to calculate the distance,
because Meier was using his video camera and
we do not know if he zoomed the image when
recording this video. The ground level of the house
is 13 meters higher than Meier’s location. (See
profile in figure 3)
Figure 1: Google Earth 2020 image. Billy Meier’s approximate location during the demonstration.
continues next page
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THE MYSTERIOUS TREE...continues

Measuring in Google Earth, the
diagonal width of the main house
roof as seen from Meier’s location
shows it is 23.2 meters (yellow dotted line figure 2). The UFO and tree
are about the same distance from
the camera, enabling us to calculate the size of this UFO (beamship)
based on the roof length.

Figure 2: Shows a detailed view of the main house, secondary construction, and
the location of the missing tree.

Figure 3: Profile of Meier’s location at the place.
In figure 3, we show a scaled profile of Meier’s location. The terrain elevation is from Google Earth at an inclination of 4%,
and Meier is 13 meters below ground level of the house...
FOR THE COMPLETE ARTICLE PLEASE CLICK THE LINK AND SCROLL TO THE ARTICLE:

https://nebula.wsimg.com/74d6c82e36c7cfefa4fa1ac677ba0b79?AccessKeyId=C0F879B9BB56750BC6EE&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
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SELF-RESPONSIBILITY
by: Paul Saleh / Prince Edward Island
So many people today are all too willing to give their power away and put all of their responsibility and trust onto somebody
else; authority figures of all kinds, governments, popes, priests and bishops, politicians, scientists, "experts", and even gods,
goddesses, angels and demons and every other possible and impossible thing.
Even the moon, the sun, special amulets or tarot cards and so on are given more authority than the individual's very own self
-trust, self-esteem and self-responsibility. Instead of turning our attention inwards and using our reason, understanding, and
logic, as well as our intuition, knowledge and wisdom, we'd much rather push the responsibility outside of ourselves and wait
for the "experts" to solve our problems.
Particularly the blind belief in scientists and other "experts" with degrees, status, financial success, lofty titles, ranks, and
positions etc. is very common in these times. Just because someone has a degree in stupidology it doesn't mean that they
have any kind of intelligence! However it is often exactly these people who are praised the most and fanned and fed grapes
as if they were the gods themselves!
It is, in fact, the blind and narrow-minded following of science which has led humanity into the deepest spiritual poverty and to
the edge of a great Abyss. Corporate capitalism, excessive consumerism, materialism and other cold, hard ideologies of our
times have emerged from this deep spiritual poverty and have caused, and continue to cause the destruction of Nature and
the pollution of the air, soil, and water.
Also the authoritarian and psychopathic religious and political institutions have a lot to answer for when it comes to leading
humanity astray and forcefully and violently eradicating cultures and ways of life that were indeed good and right and in balance with Nature and the Creation. However, as this natural, healthy and spiritually progressive way of life got in the way of
the power and domination plans of the psychopathic rulers, they were wiped-out or indoctrinated into accepting the new
"more civilized" way of life, or as it could more accurately be described, way of death and ruin.
Human of Earth, think about this. Use your awareness and intelligence to look around...... What do you see? How does it
make you feel? Is this truly the best that we can do?
The truth is: Absolutely not!
We must strive towards more harmony, more love, peace and true freedom, not just empty words and phrases. Use your
intelligence! Learn again to trust your own inner self and take responsibility for your own thoughts, feelings, and actions and
the life that you build out of these.
Homo sapiens: Wise human.
Lets stop this non-sense and start living up to our name!
A REAL LIFE
by: Geoffrey Maki / Alberta
Three weeks after a finished contract for a season of work in an empty house and a full
fridge with a “Goblet of the Truth” to nourish the consciousness and revitalize the life
force. The spiritual teaching sparks fervor for knowledge and its expansion but laying
down the groundwork with regard to the specific accomplishment of heavy duty work
and establishing framework specific to utilizing the material consciousness was the
causal relation for construction of a general intelligence improvement. Which lead me to
solve my own problems from confusion, betrayal, sorrow, loss, grief and transmuting
them into many interests of the positive and a natural inclination to theoretical physics,
molecular biology, applied psychology and the spiritual sciences. I am still learning about
essential qualities that seem relevant to myself everyday so a real sense of humility and
paying attention to what matters most, life itself, but a continued study of the spiritual
teaching is a challenge and an amazing inspiration for a better reality unlike anything I
have ever encountered in my life; it’s highly recommended if you’re ready because it
stirs the very strength of a human being in its most harmonious sense.
Sincerely,
Geoffrey Maki
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APHORISMS FOR CONTEMPLATION
von “61 Jahre Gedichte, Sprüche, Aphorismen
von <Billy> Eduard Albert Meier 1943-2004” /
from “61 Years Poems, Saying, Aphorisms
by “Billy” Eduard Albert Meier 1943-2004”
Translation: Julia McKenzie / Salt Spring Island, BC
p. 1
“Fragen kann man alles, doch erhält man nicht immer auf alle
Fragen eine Antwort.”
Mittwoch, 3. Februar 1943 Niederflachs/Bülach/ZH/Schweiz Eduard

“One can question everything, but not always receive an
answer to all questions.”
Wednesday, February 3, 1943 Niederflachs, Bülach, ZH,
Switzerland - Eduard
p. 25
“Freiheit gibt nicht das Recht zu Unrecht.”
Freitag, 2. August 1957, 09.33 Uhr Sidi Bel Abbes/Algerien Eduard”

“Freedom does not give the right to unright.”
Friday, August 2, 1957, 9:33 am Sidi Bel Abbes, Algeria Eduard
p. 26
“Ist der Mensch feige, dann droht er, ist der Mensch mutig,
dann kämpft er.”
Sonntag, 3. November 1957, 08.57 UhrMülhausen/Frankreich Eduard”

“If the human being is cowardly, then he threatens, if the
human being is courageous, then he fights.”
Sunday, November 3, 1957, 8:57 am Mülhausen, France
p. 49
“Wenn ein Mensch die Wahrheit spricht, dann jede
Freundschaft schnell erlischt.”
Sonntag, 22. März 1964 Amman/Jordanien - Eduard

“When a human being speaks the truth, then every friendship
quickly extinguishes.”
Sunday, March 22, 1964 Amman, Jordan - Eduard
p. 49
“Wirkliche Liebe kann selbst der Tod nicht trennen.”
Samstag, 21. März 1964 Amman/Jordanien - Eduard”

“The death itself cannot separate real love.”
Saturday, March 21, 1964 Amman, Jordan - Eduard
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p. 103
“Die Schöpfung, ein Meer, woraus die Wahrheit fliesst, die
sich stets dem innern Menschenaug’ erschliesst.”
Sonntag, 12. November 1972, 21.06 Uhr Rüti/ZH/Schweiz Billy

“The Creation, a sea, out of which the truth flows, which is
always open to the inner human eye.”
Sunday, November 12, 1972, 9:06 pm Rüti, ZH,
Switzerland - Billy
p. 202
“Wenn du zur Liebe findest Mut, gestaltest du dein Leben
gut.”
Mittwoch, 2. August 1978, 22.39 Uhr Semjase-Silver-StarCenter – Billy

“When you find courage to love, you form your life well.”
Wednesday, August 2, 1978, 10:39 pm Semjase-SilverStar-Center - Billy
p. 272
“In Selbstrespekt muss der Mensch leben, um dem
Nächsten auch Respekt zu geben.”
Sonntag, 10. Oktober 1982, 11.52 Uhr Semjase-Silver-StarCenter – Billy”

“The human being must live in self-respect, in order to also
give respect to the next ones.”
Sunday, October 10, 1982, 11:52 am Semjase-Silver-StarCenter - Billy
p. 360
“Alles Liebe, Freudige, Friedliche, Freiheitliche sowie
Harmonische sollte stets in des Menschen Streben sein,
um das Leben gleichsam ehrhaft zu erfüllen.”
Donnerstag, 25. Dezember 2003, 17:18 Uhr SemjaseSilver-Star-Center – Billy"

“All love, joy, peace, liberty as well as harmony should
always be in the striving of the human beings in order to
fulfill life honestly.”
Thursday, December 25, 2003, 5:18 pm Semjase-SilverStar-Center – Billy
p. 361
“Wahres Glück findet sich allein in der Liebe.”
Donnerstag, 25. Dezember 2003, 22:54 Uhr SemjaseSilver-Star-Center – Billy

“Only in the love is true happiness found.”
Thursday, December 25, 2003, 10:54 pm Semjase-SilverStar-Center – Billy

N.B. This is an unofficial translation and contains errors due to the
insurmountable language differences between German and English.
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SPIRITUAL TEACHING AND PROOF
by: Jimmy Chen / August 16, 2020 / Ontario
With the rapid material progress in the last few centuries,
which has propelled humankind away from a belief-oriented
system to a more rational and empirical approach, life has
certainly improved in almost all areas. From agriculture,
transportation, communication to medicine, etc., the
advancements in sciences and technology have raised the
standard of living for almost all human beings on Earth. As a
result, people have become fond and accustomed to the
material way of life today and no longer want to believe in
imaginary deities and gods, etc. because these no longer
coincide with the scientific facts today and provide no real
benefits. From this fundamental shift in the thinking which
has brought about much benefit, most of the civilisation now
relies on scientific and empirical approaches for their everyday life as well as for vetting and proving new discoveries.
Most of the methods available today for proving something
is via empirical methods founded on material principles, e.g.
if certain observations and measurements match up with the
expected values, or if a computer algorithm is able to verify
something as being true. This has proven to be useful when
working with purely material things, e.g. constructing tools,
building machineries such as cars, planes, boats, or writing
computer software, etc., since it would not be possible to
make these things without proper measurements and computer models, etc.
Having become so accustomed to this material progress and
way of life, however, many of the true human inner values
have also become overlooked, ignored and neglected and
as a result, while life has become more comfortable on the
outside, the true inner values such as peace, love, freedom
and harmony are becoming rarer and rarer and have instead
been replaced with hatred, unpeace, restriction and disharmony, etc. By living a purely materialistic way of life and not
properly cultivating the inner side of life, however, the
human beings have chosen a path that leads to ruin and
destruction, because according to the true reality, what is
cultivated in the inside (thoughts, feelings, mental-state, psyche-state, consciousness, etc.), eventually will manifest on
the outside. Therefore, if unpeace, hatred, disharmony are
cultivated on the inside, then also on the outside, there will
eventually be corresponding actions of unpeace, war,
hatred, disharmony, etc., leading to destructive consequences and catastrophe.
As life is precious and all life deserves to be protected from
harm, such a catastrophe needs to be prevented if possible.
However, in order to prevent such a catastrophe, the true
inner values of life would need to be recognised and cultivated and therefore, the human beings need recognition and
knowledge about the true nature of life. The spiritual teaching has therefore been brought to the human beings so that
they can use this teaching to learn the real values of life and
help themselves to prevent a catastrophe and bring about a
truly peaceful world by first properly cultivating the true values of life. However, since the human beings of Earth have
become so accustomed to the material way of life and think
accordingly, they also want empirical proof that the content
of the spiritual teaching is correct before they will recognise
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and begin to accept the teaching. Admittedly, this is useful in
that it prevents the human beings from falling back into a
belief system such as imaginary deities and gods, etc., however, at the same time, due to the lack of empirical evidence
today regarding the spiritual matters, the truthful content within the spiritual teaching is also not heeded and recognised.
This leads to an unfortunate situation, however, because
without the recognition of the true nature of life as taught
within the teaching made available to them, the eventual
catastrophe of their own making will only continue to become
bigger and bigger. Consequently, the true values of life which
would help prevent a catastrophe remain uncultivated and
disaster only draws near. The proof that the content of the
spiritual teaching is correct will then perhaps come too late,
when due to the falsely cultivated inner values of life, catastrophes manifest – which will itself be the evidence of the fact
that what is cultivated in the inside of the human being will
eventually manifest on the outside. As a warning sign while
catastrophe draws near, however, due to the falsely cultivated inner values through corresponding ungood thoughts and
feelings, the human psyche will be sounding its alarm; first as
bad moods and feelings of imminent disaster, leading to disturbances of the psyche and then eventually in the worst
case even the unbearable destruction of the psyche. In order
to prevent the worst, hopefully the human beings will then
heed this internal warning sign and look for better ways. The
helpful means will always remain available to them in the
form of the spiritual teaching which only teaches the truth
and reality (e.g. "The Psyche" by Billy).
Furthermore, with a purely materialistic mode of thinking, the
human being's will to survive and self-preservation gain the
upper hand in a degenerated manner especially in the dogeat-dog world we live in today. And without the true inner values such as peace, love, freedom, equality and harmony,
etc. it only leads to greed for material things and also greed
for might, which then further spirals into false modes of conduct such as addiction to material things and pleasures,
exploitation of others and up to the improper governance of
the whole civilisation. Paired with irrational thinking due to the
still prevalent religions, false philosophies, rapid one-sided
material progress and other negative influences, this leads to
other very great unsolvable problems such as overpopulation, which can only be solved through rationality and a
world-wide birth regulation. Without solving this problem,
every other problem becomes exponentially worse and therefore further accelerates the way to catastrophe.
Fortunately, the spiritual realm is also intrinsically linked with
the material, since after all, all material things are composed
of spiritual energy. And thanks to the rapid progress in certain material sciences, perhaps one day the missing link
between the material and spiritual will be found, and the
proof that is needed will be discovered. To this day, scientists
have discovered that the subatomic realm is more mysterious
than they could have expected, e.g. the subatomic experiments in the hadron colliders and also the synchronised
action between subatomic particles (Quantum
Entanglement). These discoveries slowly show that what is
thought to be true about the reality in which the human
beings live always needs to be revised, e.g. recently it has
continues next page
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SPIRITUAL TEACHING AND PROOF...continues
been shown that the light particles which are quantum entangled remain entangled even at very great distances and can
relay information between each other faster than the speed of
light, which was thought to be impossible.
On the other side, since the spiritual teaching with its truthful
content is not coercive, manipulative or irrational, but instead
neutral, instructive and logical, it does not itself have the need
to prove the validity of its content to others. Rather, it is freely
up to each individual human being to decide whether the content is correct or not and to validate its content by comparing
it with the reality in which they live. The truth is that the spiritual teaching was made available to the human beings for
their benefit, and therefore it is actually the human beings
who need the spiritual teaching for their evolution and wellbeing. The human beings may decide to ignore it and thus
ignore the truth and in the worst case destroy their own world,
but nevertheless, the truth still remains and evolution carries
on through the continuation of life after death, via the re-birth
of the spirit-form (in new personalities). The universe's evolutive success was actually guaranteed from the moment it was
created, and the human beings of Earth will not be able to
disturb this process.
The great material progress that has brought so much benefit
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has also brought with it a purely materialistic view of life that
is not in line with the reality and which steers the world
towards catastrophe. The human beings have turned away
from their innermost nature, their spirit-form, nature, truth
and the Creation itself, and as a result, no longer live a life
according to the creational laws and recommendations,
which is based in ethics, morality, peace, true love, inner
freedom and harmony. However, since the human beings
have brought themselves to the unfavourable present situation and are fully responsible, they also have the power within themselves to change towards the better and shape a better world.
Only when we look in the right direction through clear lenses
will we find what we are looking for, that is, only when we
align our consciousness with reality and the deep truths
regarding the true nature of our universe as taught in the
spiritual teaching, will we be able to think rationally and logically, and finally have the means to solve the unsolvable
problems we have today, and one day even have the capability to empirically prove the deep truths of our universe, the
inner consciousness processes and the existence of the
spirit-form within the human being and perhaps even the
Creation itself. Until then, we must look inside ourselves and
find the proof there before it is too late.

PERSONAL TRANSLATION PROJECT / Quotes from Billy's book:
“Ein Quentchen Wissen, Sinn und Weisheit, under "Klarheit und Vertrauen in der Meditation"
Translation: April Mckenzie / November 2020 / British Columbia
page 222: Wenn man in Klarheit und Vertrauen in der Meditation verweilt, kann man sich mühelos von allen falschen
Gedanken sowie von den Emotionen und unreellen Gefühlen befreien und sie in die ungeheure Weite der Unendlichkeit
schicken, wo sie verschwimmen und verschwinden ̶ gerade so, wie wenn man sie auf Wasser schreiben oder in die Luft
malen würde, wo sie sich sofort und in dem Augenblick auflösen und unexistent werden, in dem sie enstehen sollen.
If one stays in clarity and trust in the meditation, one can painlessly be freed of all false thoughts as well as of the emotions
and unreal feelings and resign them into the tremendous breadths of the unendingness, where they grow hazy and vanish –
exactly so, as would become if one writes them on water or in the air paints, where they immediately and in the moment
dissolve and become un-existent where they should arise.
In dieser Form vermag das schöpferische Gesetz von Ursache und Wirkung in keiner Weise mehr irgendwelche Fehler zu
binden, denn der meditative Zustand von Klarheit und Vertrauen lässt alles in seiner wahrheitlichen Wirklichkeit erscheinen,
die es ja zu erschauen gilt, um Fehler zu beheben, ehe sie zu entstehen vermögen.
In this form, the creational law of cause and effect is in no wise anymore able to bind to some kind of error, for the meditative
state of clarity and trust lets all in its true reality appear, which is to be looked at, in order to remove errors before they are
able to arise.

A page from my Overview of BEAM & Plejaren Contact Reports booklet project, summer 2019-present
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FOOD STEPS--OUR FIRST ADvENTURE INTO GARDENING
by: Michael Uyttebroek / November 17, 2020 / Ontario
Although this may seem removed
from the spiritual teaching material,
the current times have prompted
Catherine and I to look at basic food
security as a real and tangible
action that needs to be addressed.
Over the course of the summer
months several steps were taken in
order to prepare ourselves for a new
adventure in gardening and food
preparation and storage. This was a
small step towards self-sufficiency…and the cliched phrase ‘getting
back to the land’. The first step was
preparing our sandy soil for growing
which required that we get a shipment of triple mix soil. Then it was
preparing beds, both in the ground
and raised beds. In order to extend
our growing season we built a 30’
hooped greenhouse from a kit
obtained from Bootstrap Farmers.
We learned that the plants/vegetables loved the dark forest soil underneath the decomposing leaves and
so, along with our compost (basically uneatable scraps of vegetables,

continues next page
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FOOD STEPS...continues

banana peels, egg shells, coffee
grounds, leaves, etc.), we mixed all this
together along with the triple mix and
enriched our beds. We also grew potatoes and squash in buckets though with
a limited yield due to the soil being just
the triple mix.
Nevertheless, it was simply astonishing
to watch everything grow in abundance.
All that was needed was good soil,
water and sun and voila, food!
The main vegetables that were harvested were cherry tomatoes, several varieties of larger tomatoes, hot peppers,
squash (both buttercup and butternut),
corn, garlic, onions and potatoes. After
our fall harvest the task at hand was to
preserve the tomatoes, and so we had
to learn about pressure canning.
In the meantime, we were also tasked
with building a root cellar which would
serve as a place where we could now
actually store our potatoes, squash,
pressure canned tomatoes and dried
canned foods. This was no easy feat to
accomplish but with the help of our
neighbour and friend Peter Chladek we
were able to build this bunker using cinderblocks, filled with concrete and reinforced with rebar. The whole process
was documented but here are just a few
key pictures.
All in all, the process has been very
rewarding; from conceiving an idea,
drawing up a plan, following it through
and making it a reality.
Salome,
Michael
Salome,
FIGU-LANDESGRUPPE CANADA

